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Peter Bergstrom Re-Elected:

Harkness Dormitory Rallies
Behind Removed Governor
by Jacqueline

Sote.ropoul05
Associate News Editor

Removal Process Proposal
Discussion Dominates SGA
by Sarah Huntley
The College Voice

$25 Key ~sftJ'fb
Features

turning a key could enter Ihe same
room Ihe following years. Sinco
many keys weren't returned. dial

p.4-5
The $2S deposit that is pan of a
new plan to improve dormitory
room security bas prompted many

A Look At New London's
Garde Theater

A.& E.

p.l0-11

Connecticut
College's
Production
or 11 Double
Takes,1I Written and m.
rected by Miklos Vamos

Comics

p.12-13

Opus Chooses A Fur

Sports

p.14-16

Women's
Soccer Rolls
Toward
the NESCAC
Tournament

stulkmts 10 react wiah more anger
and confusion than gratitude.
What bothers many students is
that ihe college wiD be earning
interest on these deposits, as
much as $4000 a year.
Each student on campus received a bill for a key deposit last
week. This is part of a new policy
10replace the cores of room locks
when a key is lost or not returned
at the end of the year.
Previously, any student not re-

way Ihe deposit works is dial a
studelIl)l8yslheS2Sonce.andifbe
returns Ihe room key at Ihe end of
system -comJXOllllsed X-nwnber
Ihe vear, the amount is credite410
of locks each
the student's
year,"
said
'At the end oj the year, account for
S t e war t
there's been a historic Ihe next year.
Angell. direcproblem with getting
ThIs wiD be
lor of Campus
back the keys.'
done
each
Safety.
year
until
In order 10 _ Samuel
Stewart, Jr., graduation or

;convioc<: SlU<dents 10 return
.their keys or

Controller of the College
'-:- __

""'!'

Ipay for the lock 10 have its core
rreplaced, Ihe $25 fee has been
.charged in advance as a deposit
According 10 Samuel Stewart,
.Jr., controller of the college. Ihe

New Dormitory Smoking
Restrictions To Be Proposed
posal reads: "I. Smoking shall be
, prohibited from all hallways and
stairwells.
2, Smoking shall be prohibited
A new proposal which will attempt to greatly restrict smoking on from all living rooms and common
the Connecticut College campus is rooms.
3. Viola.
already caustions shall be
ing con\IO'
'One of our major conhandled
in
versy among cerns is attempting to ban
the
same
students.
manner
as
smoking in the hallways of
Alexander
'minor social
dormitories and in the
Barrett, '92,
common and living rooms'
infractions of
Windham
the Honor
- Alexander Barrett
house senator,
Code'
lac.
House Senator of
authored the
cording to the
proposal and
Windham
will present it L01 Article II,
Section B of
to the Student
the Judiciary Board Handbook]."
GovemmentAssociationon ThursThe Handbook states that pun.
day.
See Smoking p.8
The core of the preliminary pro-

"'!"
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the student
leaves Ihe college for some

reason. Then the S2S will be
returned in a check from Ihe col-

other

lege.
If the key is not returned any
given
• the
. is forfeited

a DeW oae IIIIIst be )l8Id die
-year.
In addilloo. if a 8lUlIeDt1oles
Ihe key during Ihe year lIIIIIil is
not found in fivedays.1he deposit

and

money is used to insla\I a new
lock core and Ihe student must
)l8Y anoIher deposit for Ihe new
key.
"At Ihe end of Ihe year. there's
been a historic problem with getting bacl< Ihe keys: said Slewart.
Julie Quinn. director of college
relations. called Ihe deposit "an
incentive 10 get people to return
lheir keys."
SteWart also said that Ihe Student Government Association
See DepooIt p.6

Part Two Of A Campus Safety Series:

Are We Really Safe?
by

Craig Tlmberg

The College Voice

Lauren Klatzkln
Associate Features Editor
by

Her roommate had lost her room key, so Lehigh University student
Jeanne Clery left the door unlocked when she went 10 sleep that night
in early April, 1986.
She woke at about 6:00 a.m. 10 find Josoph Henry, a man she did not
know but who was another Lehigh student, burglarizing her room. He
then attacked her.
"He hit ber on the head, kicked her in the vagina, suffocated her, cut
her throat with the broken beer bottle, raped her, sodomized her, and
then strangled her with his huge bare hands until she was dead," her
parents later wrote.
Clery's parents charged ina$25 million lawsuilagainst the university
that security had been negligent and that Jeanne's notorious rape and
murder was preventable. Lehigh settled with the Clery's for an amount
reported to be more than $2 million, and agreed 10 insla1lexpensive new
security measures.
In addition to that expense, Lehigh has suffered what one of the
Clery's lawyers, Jack Carrington, called a public relations "black eye:
L-
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Video Game Essay 'Insensitive'

'.......

Letter 10 Ibe Voice:
In
case none of the members of POWR (or any
ndMr -.II: de, .Ms IIII' _
Ikeys.
other enlightened group) have read Eric Stem's
11IIs pool' ......... lcafloa Is &"iIII stIIdeJds die opportIUIit)' to
essay on video games ("Sexism, Lies and Video
~ q t ...... paIlq of tile coIIeIe ...... wwId ~
IPJft 1IIIIlOticed:
Games,October24,
p.3).1 would like to lake the time
tile lICa lied Interest DB tile dep wilslor _Ikeys.
The qaa1IoaiJIg
to express my view on this piece.
I find it an
pracess'" been iaTatIoaIlIIulllr, .........
be _ted IoBkaII7
embanassment
to the college in general and to men
ud strateJicall1l1 we stlIdeats wIsIt to beMfIt I""" tile Ilmds ill
in particular. It is shocking that a student at a liberal
qwrtM•
arts institution in the late 1980's can be insensitive
WIIo Is IepUy I espoasIIJIe lor tile iIllerest anecl OD stodeDts'
enough to compare the stereotyping of women in a
deposits? Do we not aeed to detenlliae tile _
III this qnestion
video game to the theoretical angst felt by a bevy of
before lIIreats an issued to tile IdlDilllstration?
mythical characters inhabiting one.
OrigiuaDy the S2S lee _
anllOllllCed ill the ...
·5 newsletter
sent
Aside from the fundamental flaws in his conhome ill Augusl. IIdid lIot.ppear
DB the Ian luition bill, asoriginaDy
cept of reality, which borders on schizophrenia,
iodlcated,
but DB the October supplementary
bill issued to the stu·
please allow me to point out just one of the problems
dellts directly. This _
closely IoIlowed by • retraction,
on tbe
with his highly creative analogy. Barbarians are by
grounds 01100 short notice. For whatever reason. Ibe biDing procnature strong, violent, and somewhat lacking in
ess __
ndled poorly lIJId students bave • rigbt to be upseUI
mental facilities. Women are not by nature bikini
students are endUed to the interest earned DB tbe deposits Iben
clad whip wielders; nor arc they helpless beauties
severe pressore sbouId be applied to the administration.
However.
waiting to be saved by a male hero (perhaps an
ir lbe money does iIldeed belong to the college. we are adversely
equally horrifying stereotype).
To encourage the
all'ecting our later negotiating
position if we wautlo reason the adcomparison he has made is to perpetuate the virgin/
ministration
Into applying tbe lunds directly lor student benefit.
How maoy 01 us wouJcI _ve been aware 01 Ibis issue In the first whore complex that has hounded Western civilization since its beginnings.
Barbarians seem to have
pface ifthedepositcbarge
bad been billed to our parentswilb
lbelaU
become fewer in number; hopefully people who
tultiOD bOl as orJaiIlaIly scbeduJed, ratber IbaI/. biD ,jo us along
hold his view will also, and quickly.
wItb our parldng tickets?
It seems a bit peUy of him to resurrect a subject
Before stlIdeatso'en
ead aod begin IormaI protests, let us deterthat was seWed long. But to do him credit he seems
.... wbelIIer the stlIdeats an IepIIy entitled to the accrned Iuds;
iIl ..... 1tateS they wwId IIOt. ReprdJess oIthe legality lIIoug/I, tbe to know a lot about video games. Aside from an occaIIege may
-.I obIIgalioll to apply tile Interest directJy to casional game of Telris, I don't have the time pay
die
Rather IbaI/. tIareate8Iag aot to pay the depoIlIt, tile that much attention to them. I have noticed two
things however. First, three of the pieces in Telris
~felIt body sbolIId urge SGA .... the lIJIPIoprIate admiDIstrators
have eight sides, therefore they're hardly quadrilatto .......
issuespedfically. PaLapsthelnterestcoald
eral. And secondly, at the risk of sounding sexist
*""tleddll~Iato
.. a4junctllllaaqeu , , lUe:el.... to
myself, I seldom see women playing video games.
iiIlIltIlJited .. _dOs ......... ' lI""'sfec,
Perhaps they have more imponanllhings
to do.

_ft ...

~ tile _dnds of C~.t
-:l' otIIoenriR wwId

8

CoIeIe as

prw .. IRe wIoicIo

stud....._ve.

*d~"',..,..

Don't B-2 Hasty
Leiter 10 the Voice:
I would like to thank Andrew Schiff, '93, for
his enlightening article in last week's edition of The
College Voice. It's always refreshing to see an 180r
19 year old freshman who happens to double as a
strategic arms expert, writing on the evils of the B2 bomber. I'm sure the Bush Administrationand
the
Pentagon will recognize this liberal arts freshman's
expertise and hire him right away as an arms analyst.
All sarcasm aside, I'm sick and tired of reading
opinions on global nuclear strategy from ignorant
(albeit well-intentioned)
18 or 19 year olds who
haven't the slightest clue as to what they are writing
about.
It's not that I'm in love with the sexy B-2
bomber which Schiff, in all his vast knowledge and
experience, denounces.
It is merely that I find it
pathetic that one who is so devoid of knowledge on
an issue would speak: out so staunchly on it.
As a devil' s advocate, I would main lain that the
B-2 could be an excellent reconnaissance
tool. It
might also be capable of preventing a future third
world nuclear club member (pakistan, Iran ele.)
from launching a limited nuclear strike. I do not
pretend to know the validity of these arguments but
Andrew does by claiming that the B-2 is a "waste,"
A victory weapon in a nuclear war with Soviets? Never. Common sense would tell us that just
as Andrew eloquently did. But there is more toa B2 than that; Andrew is in no way qualified to assess
the military value of the B-2.
Next time he should write on a topic he can
truly understand ...a campus issue perhaps.
Sincerely,
Tom Neff, '91

Sincerely,

THE COLLEGE VOICE
James

Michael

Langlois,

'91

May There Be Mercy

H. Gellerl
Publisher

Lisa M. Allegretlo
Editor -in-Chief (Newspaper)

Timothy
O. Ziegler
Editor-in-Chief(Magazine)

Reyna Mastrosimone
Associate Publisher

Jeanelte
McCulloch
Managing EdiloT

Leiter to the Voice:
Opening the Voice, and finding a headline "Pennies for AIDS Stolen," was a brutal reminder to me of how
one can become insensitized, because the outrage I feel did not come inslanUy. The Pennies for AIDS cannister
was in the Cro Snack Shop collecting donations for the care oft1)ose stricken with the disease, and research for
the future of us all, yet it was stolen. It is unfortunately only too likely that the thief aUends this college. If the
person responsible for this is a Connecticut College student there are not words strong enough to express my
mortal shame. I cry for the people who are plagued both by a disease and their own prejudicial society, the victims of AIDS; and if there is a fmal judgement beyond this world, I cry for the thief, may there be mercy.

Sincerely,
Kurt

Perschke,

'91
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Leiter to the Voice:
I was heartened to read Brian'Field's editorial in the Voice (October 17) asking why Connecticut College
isn't named as one of the top twenty-five national liberal arts colleges in the recent U.S. News and Wor/dReport
survey on education.
The fact that student leaders such as the president of SGA, Carla Munroe, and Field, the executive director
of the Voice fund, know and care about such things emboldens me to hope that the whole College community
may be ready to achieve what President Gaudiani has called "the next level of excellence," Most of the changes
required to make this school superb in both fact and name (for example, doubling or tripling the endowment,
packing an already excellent faculty and student body with superstars. and upgrading our national academic
reputation among educators) will take some time. But Field's editorial gives us a clue as to how we can start
tomorrow to radically improve education at the college, and the strategy won't require the acquisition of even
one or more national merit scholar or famous professor, and it won't cost us one thin dime.
Brian Field tells us that Stinky has transferred back to Connecticut College from Wesleyan (a top eight
school in the USN&WR survey) because "they made you work over there'" In this story there is a lesson: the
best sch90ls are the most demanding. This means that in their ambitions for their students professors should feel
empowered to le.ach their students all they can and to expect from them more and beUer learning graded
according to very high standards, and that in their ambitions forthemselves the students should not simply accept
but demand such rigorous enrichment.
After all, great demands are great compliments.
.
To be sure, there will be coslS--champions
must stretch themselves to the limit. But the fact is that the
students at this school have a 10lto say about how good we can become. If you really want to be the best , then
roll up your sleeves and join with the faculty and administration
in President Gaudiani's campaign to make
Connecticut College so good that Stinky will transfer back to that "easy" school, Wesleyan.
Sincerely.
Richard Morton
Associate Proressor

or Classics

CONNTHOUGHT
--==============================================~
-

by Richard

J. Powell,

'90

Last week, communism was dealt yet
another heavy blow as Hungary took the final
steps towards dismantling its socialist regime. For most of us, the event simply
confirmed what an ever-increasing segment
of the world already suspected-an economy
based on rigid central planning, and enforced
by a non-democratic political order, cannot
work. Hopefully, administrators and' stu-

If one chooses to live on
campus, he or she is
forced to purchase the
meal plan.

CONN Food Isn't Fit
for a Camel
the food in Harris to be distasteful etbest, my
main complaint lies more with the unfairness
of the system.
Let me make it clear. The food service
workers are not at fault. In fact, they do a
commendable job with the resources that
they are given.
However, at most other schools students
are presented with a wide range of options:
they can purchase a full meal plan, partial

meal plans, or none at all. In my personal
visits 10these schools I have often found that
the food actually tastes good. Because these
dining halls must compete for students dollars, they are forced to prepare food that is
both tasty and nutritional. At Connecticut
College, there is no competition. Thus, there
is liUle, if any, incentive to strive for these
goals. Institutional food is not inherently
bad. It just needs to be held 10 the same

standards that we demand from all other
economic agents in our society.
Many times each week I find the meals so
unappealing that I must go off campus for
dinner. Therefore, I end up paying twice for
a meal. If! prefer to eat my meals off -campus
.
or m my room, why should I be forced to pay
for those being served in the dining halls?
Anyone who has eaten in Harris will know
what I am talking about.
For breakfast, we eat rubberized eggs aod
sausages that have springs in them. The
steaks taste like they have been carved from

The steaks taste like they
have been carved from
the Athletic Center floor,
and the gravy is brown
paint.
the Athletic Center floor, and the gravy is
brown paint. The fruit dates from Lincoln's
time. Other features in Harris are: a toaster
oven used by Benjamin Franklin that torches
your muffins and spits them out. And, brown
tuna fish. I shudder to think about what is in
the hot dogs.
In the true spirit of perestroika, this school
should begin to offer a range of meal plans.
Ultimately, those who continue 10 eat on
campus will find that the meals will improve,
while others will be able to excercise their
free-market rights to eat elsewhere.
At the very least, we should be allowed to
abstain from dining hall meals. That the food
should taste as it does is inexcuseable. That
we are lorced to pay lor it is outrageous.

dents alike willieam from recent history and
work together 10 improve the food at Connecticut College with a new meal plan. It is
time for committees to quit studying new alternatives and start implementing them.
Indeed, Adam Smith would howl with
laughter at our inability 10 grasp even the
most basic themes of capitalism. He knew,
for instance, that full efficiency and quality
could only be attained in a system of openmarket competition. Here, in the campus
dining halls, we are plagued by inefficiency
and inferior goods, not 10mention injustice.
Our system would make Lenin and Stalin
jump with glee. Quite simply, ifonechooses
to live on campus <as most do), he or she is
forced to purchase the full meal plan. A total
monopoly exists and we are forced 10paricipate in the market. Although I usually find

Richard Powell dines regularly at McDonalds.
D'Angelos, Burger King, Wendy's, and The
Ground Round.

An Impeachment Hearing Must Be Private
by Robert Shea, '91

On Thursday, October, John Maggiore presented a
proposal to create an impeachment policy for all representatives to the Student GovemmentAssociation. Connecticut College is in desperate need of such a policy. The
events of the past few weeks are inexcusable and can only
be blamed on thelack of an impeachment policy. But his
is not the only proposal
I have proposed extensive
representation on that committee, as Maggiore has. And
I have proposed a special impeachment hearing, as Maggiore has. The only thing I would amend in his proposal
would be the format for the hearing.
My amendment would be to hold that meeting privately and confidentially. The purpose of a closed meeting is to protect the person accused. On this campus, that's
taken for granted every day. Some suggest that students
elected to SG A are special, and should be scrutinized by
their constituents and invite the public. The only argumenno hold a public hearing seems to be that the constituents have a right to know about their representatives
malfeasance. The arguments to hold a private hearing are
numerous.
A private hearing gives the accused the ability to
recover from what might have been a mistake without the.
intrusion of public scrutiny. The Honor Code gives this
benefit to ordinary students. Why should it not be extended to representatives of SGA?
A private hearing held by a special committee will
give the widest representation to an opinion that is made
without the influence of public opinion, just the facts. If

representation is given to all aspects of SGA, I do not understand why the public should be encouraged to participate in a
process over which they have no control.
And finally, a private hearing would prevent the treatment
of such issues as fair game for the student newspaper. A
student's unfortunate story should not be meticulously investi-

A private hearing gives
the accused the ability to
recover from what might
have been a mistake without the intrusion of public
scrutiny.

gated and reponed by the media. Confidentiality would bar
discussion of the hearing by everyone except tire accused.
The need for an impeachment process with extensive representation is crucial, But in order to remain true 10the Honor
Code and protect a student's rights, a closed hearing is the best
solution.

Robert Shea is Presideru of the Class of '9J.

Letters to "The College Voice"
will be published' on subjects of
interest to the community. The
deadline for all letters is Wed. nesday at 5 p.m. for the following week's issue. Because of the
volume of mail and other considerations, we cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. All submissions must
be signed and include a telephone number or P.O. Box for
verification.
"The College
Voice" reserve the right to edit
for clarity and length,

Any writers interested in submitting
essays
to
the
.CONNThought section should
contact Eric Stern at "The College Voice" Office, ext. 7236 for
deadline and format infonnation.
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FEATURES
New London's Garde Theater:

Where to Read theWriting on The Wall
b1 E1IoD Cole
Features EdItor

sprawling signature are Morton
Downey Jr.'s
immortal words,
"Hey Garde, kick ass!" Opposite
them, George Carlin wrote with-his

With inscriptions as unique as usual eccentric wit, "Here I am on
,-----------------------..,
their performances, the anists who have
appeared recently at New
London's
Garde Theater
have left behind
more
than
just
memories of
their shows.
Encouraged
by
theater
management,

they
have
penned their
names, and in
some cases a
short
message, allover
the backstage
walls.
The content

of each

3U10-

~

graph differs ~
from artist to ~
artist, but on ~
the wall eveThe Garde Theater Stairwell
ryone
gets
the wall," and nearby the V.S.
equal opportunity.
Just inches
Navy Band simply stenciled its ofaway from Itzhak Perlman's

ficial insignia with gold paint.
WhiLethe various entries on the
autograph wall mirror their authors' personalities, they also reflect the diversity of cultural events
that have taken
place at the Garde
over the last year.
From the Hartford
Ballet to the Zoppe
Circus Europa,
and from the Boys
Choir of Harlem to
Tammy Wynette,
the Garde Arts
Center attracted a
wide variety of
performing
and
creative artists,
and has an equally
exciting r-r-

chestra, and more recently the
theater has also offered its own
program of performing and creative arts events. The current season
will bring to the Garde Broadway
shows
1 ike
"Drivof each autoi n g
graph differs from artist to
Mis
s
Daisy"
artist, but on the wall everyand
one gets equal opportunity.
"Marne;'
in addi-

despite its stage, operated chiefly
as a movie theater until its closing
in 1977. The sale of the building in
1978 led to several failed attempts
to keep the theater open, but in
1985 the
Gar d e
Arts CenThe content
ter, Inc., a
commu-

nity nonprofit
group
formed
for this
purpose, purchased the Garde Arts
Center, which includes the theater
and upstairs offices. A major restoration and renovation project was

Lionto its varied menu of dance, mu-

sic. and entertainment.

But while the full season excites
and delights the Garde Arts Center
management. it poses one
-,
problem for the autograph
wall, as Technical Director
schedJust inches away from
Dan Morse points out: "I'm
ule of
Itzhak Perlman's sprawling
not sure what we'll do when
similar
we run out of wall spaceI"
events
signature
are
Morton
With three floors of dressing
planned
Downey Jr. 's
immortal
rooms, the theater won't be
for this
words, "Hey Garde, kick
running out of autograph
season.
ass!"
space soon, but when it does,
The
Garde
l....
perhaps The Amazing Kreskin or the Chinese Magic ReTheater
launched and is ongoing, despite a vue will return and produce a soluwas originally
tion. Meanwhile, the backstage
built in 1926 as a full performance season.
The 1500 seat Garde Theater has walls remain as alive and unique as
combination
since been the home of the Amerithe stage out front.
movie and live
performance house, but in 1929 can Musical Theatre and the Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orwas bought by Wamer Bros. and,

A student talks about her loss:

Coping With AIDS

there is no hope. Itgoes against human nature
to be able to keep a positive attitude when you
can't even have any hope. You can't cling to
the one thing that can usually keep you
going ...hope.

how they were doing.
CV: You seem to speak of these friends in
a very understanding way.
Susan: My feelings are still ambivalent. I
still have a tremendous amount of anger, but
not so much at people who weren't accepting
or supporting. I guess there is still a part of me
that isjust angry that this happened. Angry at
life in general.

CV: What about the stigma that goes
along with having AIDS?
Susan: I never had a problem with it. You
Following is an interview between a College
give up that stigma when it is someone you
Voice reporter and a Connecticut College
care about, someone so close to you. I reStudent, "Susan," who wishes to remain
member feeling anger at thinking people CV: What makes the mourning unique
anonymous.
were going to see my mother in a negative or because your mother died of AIDS?
biased light -- as disgraceful. Ifelt almost Susan: What is so hard about AIDS is that
ashamed that I had to say, 'oh, it was a blood there is so much suffering - both physical and
The College Voice: Tell me how you have
been affected by AIDS.
psychological - when a person dies of this
CV: How did you feel when you found out transfusion [from which she contracted
AIDS): So, I guess I was affected by the disease ...suffering by both that person and
Susan: In 1979 my mother had a benign your mother had AIDS?
the people around that person. This makes
turnorthat had to be removed, and because of Susan: Well, my dad told me in the car when stigma
the healing and grieving process so much
the nature of the operation she had to have a picking me up after freshman year. It is a 7harder. I've accepted my mother's death but
blood transfusion. That's when she was 8 hour car ride and I cried the whole time. I CV: What were friends' reactions to your
I haven't accepted her suffering. I can't jusexposed to the [AIDS] virus. There was a was completely blown away and in such mother's having AIDS?
dormant period for eight years, during which shock ...but not in such shock that I couldn't Susan: My parents and I both lost friends
tify that much pain and suffering in my mind.
cry. It felt so un- because of it. Most of my parents' friends There are so many horrible effects, every part
time we had no idea
real, like an hallu- were wonderful; they tried to make her com- of your body. There is no way to make someanything
was
cination, that this fortable' were always at the house. But there one with AIDS comfortable.
wrong; there were
What makes AIDS so
See Coping pg. 5
were a few indicould be striking
no visible effects for
much
more
difficult
to
viduals
that I
my family, What!
those years. In retroguess
felt
it was
remember
the
spect, I would have
deal with is just the mere
most was thinking just too much to
to say she seemed to
•
Academic Year in
fact that there is no hope.
what a ridiculous deal with, whether
have to walk up
concept it was that that means on a
stairs very deliberI had to be com- personal or social
ately. However, her
I P. vel
.
pletely prepared
strong will did enRegardless
...
they
for my mother to die, but that there was going
able her to do many things.
to be perhaps 2-3 years of a long painful proc- copped out. My
sem~ster or year of academic study for juniors
ess
before she did. I knew what the end result friends-- for some
CV: When did you first find out your
and seruor~. Students study In small seminars and
of them -- it was
would be. She did die, in the fall of 1988.
mother was sick?
tutorials WIth French faculty, and in such Parisian
just too hard. I alSusan: She found out in April 1987, but we
insntunons ~s the Sotbonne.the Ecole du Louvre
most never talked
weren 't told until I was picked up the end of CV: What makes thefactthat your mother
and the Instttut d'Etudes Politiques
'
For mronnation and an application, _
•
my freshman year. Iwas there though, when died of AIDS more difficult than if she had about it. Had I
been in their shoes
the first effects became visible, she fainted died of cancer?
Sarah Lawrence College AcademicYear in Paris
BoxCCP
Susan: What makes AIDS so much more dif- I would at least
while playing tennis over my-spring break.
BrooxvilIe, New Yodc 10708
ficult to deal with is just the mere fact that have asked them
She had a really high fever, hut we all thought
By Leslie Pelton
The College Voice

it was the flu. AIter spring break she went
through an incredible series of tests. They
gave her the AIDS test as the last test because
nothing else showed up. When my parents
found out they told me she had pneumonia. I
thought it was strange that she had to stay in
the hospital for pneumonia, but I never
thought of AIDS.

Sarah Lawrence College

a

uns

FEATURES
Coping With
AIDS
com, from pg. 4

supportive. I would stress the importance of
the family trying to stick together and help
one another out, Dealing with tragedy within
a family without support makes things ten
times worse.

CV: How is this mourning period affected
by the stigma of AIDS?
Susan: Idon't have any inhibitions talking CV: Were you ever afraid of catching
about it myself. Ifeel the influence of others' AIDS?
inhibitions and therefore, Idon't talk about it Susan: Yeah ..! don't think you can help but
think thaL.there has been so much press dimuch. Idon't get the sense thatalotofpeople
rected
at AIDS that you can't help being
are open- minded about it. From this experir---~-------------~
drawn into the
ence, I've
hype,
especially
ended
up
when
a
family
speaking
'[P]eople
of
all
ages
don't
treat
member
has
AIDS.
about it [my
AIDS seriously. .. They all be- My concern for
mother's
the disdeath] very
lieveit isn't going to touch their catching
ease
was
very
limlittle - which
ited
and
I
didn't
lives.'
makes ii very
.. think abeut it very
hard to work
L
often at all. But my
through the
grieving process. This creates a lack of mother was so sick and hated the hospital so
much and wanted to be in her own bed, SO my
support networks for the family involved.
brother
and I were taught to do a lot of caring
Even when people know how my mom got
for
her.
There was some danger associated
AIDS, they can't help but bring in their assowith the things we were doing, but I never
ciations of the disease with them.
really worried very much at all. It didn't in
CV: What specific associations are you any way inhibit me from kissing her, hugging
her, or sitting next to her for hours. Ifelt very
referring to?
Susan: My mother's association with AIDS guilty when I was afraid of catching it and I
was that she saw it as a filthy disease. She never wanted her to feel that from her own
described herself as feeling dirty, and I think family.
she felt that because of what she thought
society thought of her. That this was a dirty, CV: Did you, or do you, feel a lot ofisolaignoble disease - somehow shameful. This is tion because of what you went through?
because of the associations with drug abuse Susan: Definitely ... .! still feel itoff and on. It
is a very isolating disease by its very nature.
and homosexual and heterosexual promiscuity, even though this is only a small portion in Both because of the stigma which is attached
the whole scale of the disease. These people and because it is so incomprehensible to the
are only pan ofthe people affected by AIDS. doctors and the public. In terms of my isolation, I did feel very isolated because of not
being
able to express my feelings and speak
CV: What would make the situation easto
people.
It is also such a shock and horror
ier for you?
Susan: I wish people had been less afraid to in the aftermath and grieving that everyday
talk to me, had acted more open- minded and things seem so trivial. Your perspective on

the world changes so much that your ability
to talk to people on a "normal" conversation level Ismhibited. I couldn't make
small talk because it was so far removed
from the things on my mind. I became
much more serious.
CV: How would you describe your
awareness of AIDS before it affiicted
your family?
Susan: Somewhere in the middle in the
spectrum of attitudes: Ilcnew a fair amount,
but on the other hand, it wasn't something
I thought a lot about, It concerned me and
frightened me, but I saw it as a disaster in an
outer realm that wasn't going to affect my
life. It existed beyond the beundaries of my
life. I was subject to some of the stereotypical views. I saw the disease as one that was
dominant among certain groups that I
didn't feel I

was a part of,
Yes, because
when I found
out
my
mother had
AIDS
it

seemed

so

me was how little the doctors knew and how
unknowledgeable they were about the disease.
And these doctors were supposed to be the best
in the field. In terms of treating my mother,
they treated her with lots of shots in the dark.
One day one thing and another day another
thing. I got the sense they had no idea what to
do at all.

CV: Is there anything else you would like to
add?
Susan: I feel responsible now that I have been
affected by the disease to share my knowledge
with other people. In terms of other people -I
don't want to be preachy or anything - but I
don't think people can be careful enough in
terms of testing, drug use ... Itmakes me angry,
I think it is ridiculous, that people of all ages
don't treat AIDS seriously, especially in regard to sexual behavior on college campuses
and in high
schools. I say
this because
'What makes AIDS so much
the experts
predict colmore difficult to deal with is just
lege students
the mere fact that there is no
to be the next
"high risk"
hope.'
group. They
all believe it

unbelievable
because she
didn't fall into one of those categories. I Isn't going to touch their lives and therefore
know so much more now. I know about the don't Lake the risk seriously and change their
drugs and treatments available, I know behavior. But you absolutely never know.
I believe everyone should be tested
about the lack of government support - it is
almost pathetic how slowly they have dealt for AIDS, and Idon't buy the argument about
too many false positives. I believe it is better
with it. For example, I have European
to have six months of unnecessary worrying
friends who tell me abeut the billbeards
everyw here and the pamphlets being [than spread AIDS]. I think there should be
passed out. As one friend put it, AIDS is mandatory testing, ultimately it would save so
being treated like a plague lin Europe) be- many lives. With theextentofthedisease 1because of the attention it was geuing and we lieve everyone should be tested whether they
effort people were expending. It is very consider themselves a prime target or not,
You have a responsibility to yourself and
frustrating seeing all the social and bureauothers
around you that necessitates putting
cratic nonsense that gets in the way of
trying to find a cure for AIDS [in the U.S.]. aside your own fears in order to find out
Something else really shocking to whether or not you have AIDS.

Soma
Freshman innovation leads to a new tradition at
Connecticut College
that single-sex groups just don't have."
has decided to sing not only popular
hopes to try some gospel and madrigals
When asked about their feelings for

By Devon Danz
the College Voice

On September 26, students congregated in the
living room of Windham
dormitory for the auditions
of a new acappella singing

r-r-

---,

j

group. Auditions' were run
by the two innovators of the
group, Christy Burke,'93,
and Danielle Shylit,'93. A
few hours later, the first ten
pioneers had been selected.
A few days later, the group
had a name: Soma, the
Greek word for body.
Though the co-heads of
Soma are freshmen, the majority of the members are upperclassmen. Burke and Shylit were pleased with the
turnout of beth men and women, as the group consists
of an equal number of beth. This is the only co-ed
singing group that exists at Connecticut.
David Buffum,'92, a two year veteran of the male
singing group Co-Co Beaux, said about Soma, "I think
it's a great idea. A co-ed group has many advantages

several

The group
music, but
as well.
the group,

members

shared synonymous
replies. AIl described
the group as cohesive
and able to work well
together, while practices continue to be beth
productive and fun.
Soma plans to premiere in a performance
at the Coffee Ground
Cafe sometime during
the first week of December. In the tentative
plans for the future beyond their debut, the group hopes to join Conn's
other singing groups, the Schwiffs, Co-Co Beaux,
and Conn Chords, in singing Christmas Vespers in
the chapel later in December.
Meanwhile, curious listeners can still be found
lurking in the doorways of Windham's living room
as the voices of Connecticut's new singing group
give testimony to the predicted success of Soma.
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Fleming Speaks About Black
College Students
However, Fleming does hot feel that her results "argue for
a return to segregation."
Fleming presented four main points to her argument that
black students need to direct newly freed energy in a benefiDr. Jacqueline Fleming, author of "Blacks In Col- cial manner.
lege," spoke to the Connecticut College community
First, Fleming discussed the importance of becoming inabout whether or not black students are beuer suited at volved in campus life. Her studies have found that college
black colleges than predominantly white schools, based seniors are more responsibly active in social life than are
upon the findings of her seven
college freshman, having asyearresearchofsuchcoUeges.
sumed leadership roles in exFleming, who spoke on
tracurricular activities.
Tuesday, October 24, re'Black students need to know
Her second point was censearched students of seven
h
11 has
i store or
tered on the ability to handle
W at co ege
as In
black colleges and eight white
pressure towards competence.
colleges in Georgia, Texas,
them ...they are often ill-preIf competence is attained, the
Mississippi, and Ohio. Stupared and pushed around by
achievement creates an erotic
dents were put through 4-8
feeling resulting from masterhours of psychological testforces beyond their control.'
ing of competence.
ing.
Third, Fleming stressed the
"Black students need to
importance of attachments of
know what college has in store
- Dr. Jacqueline Fleming
value to faculty and staff
for them," said Fleming.
members for black students.
"They are often ill-prepared
In herresearch, Fleming found
and. pushed around by Iorces '----.
..
that 57 percent of black stuby Cathy Ramsey
The College Voice

Her studies havefound that
college seniors are more responsibly active in social life
than are college freshman,
having assumed leadership
roles in extracurricular activities.

fi

beyond their control."
The result of Fleming's research indicates a drastic
difference in intellectual development in the two kinds
of schools.

dents in black colleges form informal relationships with faculty. However, on five of the eight white college campuses,
there exists a negative black student/ faculty relationship.
Fleming's fourth point was the importance of experience
through threatening situations. In six of the
seven black colleges that
Fleming researched, she
found that the black students were less likely to
declare themselves incompetent. This was not
matched in predominantly white colleges
where in four ofthe eight
schools studied, enhanced black ideology
existed as a result of
personal threat
This
,xus on "black" heritage "does not yield academic gain," said Flem-

Students May Boycott Key Deposit
Co,"",,,,,dfrompJ

Assembly had voted on the policy
change and approved the deposit
After this initial round of payments, the $25 charge will be ineluded on the initial bill that
entering freshmen receive.
The college would have a
deposit for each of the approximately 1650 students.
The amount kept in the
college's accounts by virtue
of this key deposit will exceed $41,000. Money kept
in these accounts earns between 7 and 9.5 percent
interest a year which goes 'to the
college, said Stewart.
This means that the college will
earn an amount approaching $4000
a year from these key deposits.

One student, Tim Heap, '90,
executive director of WCN!, is
consideringorganizingaboycottof
the payment
"I've had enough

nues."
"To what extent this serves as
the motivation behind the key
deposit is unclear at present," he
said. Heap cited confusion
about this issue as a reason
for students not to pay the
deposit
"As it stands right now, I
would urge students not to
pay this bill." he said.
Because the bill for the deposit was received so recently, not paying the bill
will not affect pre-registration for the spring semester.
The deposit was first formally
announced in a summer newsletter from the dean's office in August

;.:..:=----==-===-.::...:..:=-.:.:=-=="'---=0';
'As it stands right now, I

would urge students not
to pay this bill,'
Tim Heap, '90
Executive Director
of weNI

_

money sucked out of me by this
school," he said.
He suggested that the deposit
may be "a means by which the college may raise additional reve-

L__
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ing, "for more time is spent on overt and covert competence than intellectual development.
Fleming then broached the subject that "teachers
need to be enlightened about unintended treatment of
minority students."
In three of eight predominantly white colleges,
black students reported negative interaction with the
teachers, either form unfair grading or disinterest from
the teachers.
It was also shown that bright black students reeei ved

the least amount of attention in white colleges when
trying to break the teacher's presumed low expectation. The black student's aggressiveness was then
iguored by the teachers in what was felt to be a hostile
response.
This particular subject aroused interest and comment from the audience, black students especially
wishing to corroborate Fleming's findings.
Fleming closed her lecture with a summary of the
four points necessary for black adjustment to college,
saying that" students need to realize the challenges and
have the courage to meet them."
Fleming was S.O.A.R.'s keynote speaker for the se-

mester.
"I feel Dr. Fleming was very well received by
students and faculty alike," said Sue Howsen, '91,
president of S.O.A.R. "We've been working hard all
year to get Dr. Fleming as a speaker and are very
excited [that she came]."

Interested In Urban Education?
New Academic Semester in Urban Education To
Begin Spring 1990 in New York City
Applications Will be accepted until December I,
1989,
For more information please contact
Bonnie Allison, Professor of Child Development,
ext. 7518
or Robert Hampton, Dean of the College, ext. 7241.

I-----------~~~~_..:..._~-~
-- Vintage Accessories -Vintage clothing and jewelry for sale every
Sunday at the Mystic Indoor Flea Market,
Open from 10 - 4, Located on Rt. 27 just off 195 near Old Mystic Village (Watch for signs)
For more information call
Mary Butler at 464 -9168
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Proposal, Amendments Spark
Lengthy Discussion At SGA

p.l
port closed hearings.
question of balance. he supports
process was necessary. questions
Other student leaders agreed that open hearings and thinks "John's
arose concerning whether the hear- the issue is difficult Jamie Fisfis, proposal tries to seek that balance."
ing should be open or closed to the '91,house senator of Lambdin. said
Calamita also addressed compublic.
that it was a "tough weight" be- rnents to Shea. stating "We are all
Robert Shea. '91. ju.n"i",o,-r
-"c'-'las"'s'-----'-tw"'ee=n-"c"'on~fi~ld"'e"'ntiali~·
"'·~ty~an=d~th"'e~ri~g~hts~__'s~tu~de~nts~
...but acting as political
president, intends to
figures, we have chooffer a series of amend- •
'We are all students ...but acting as
sen not only to take on
ments calling for priresponsibilities
revate, closed hearings.
political figures, we have chosen
quired of every SbJ-

COnlinuedfrom

His main premise is that
the Honor Code and
confidentiality entitle

not only to take on responsibilities

';;

dent, we have taken on ~
the responsibilities of ~
other ·students (as]

required of every student, we have
taken on the responsibilities of
oth er stu dents Las we11'1J. ,

all students the chance
for rehabilitation. He
sees open hearings as a
threat to accomplishment of this goal.
"Media attention and
public scrutiny in such
a small community will
provide a harsh environment in
which to overcome a mistake,"
wrote Shea in a letter to SGA.
Shea also cautioned student leaders to realize the importance of rehabilitation, saying "no one in this
room is uniquely free from making
mistakes," and urged them to sup-

•
~
•
~

well]."
,;;
Fisfis
also raised 'l~~~~~~~~~~===~~:;"'=::::;:::::;;G~-'::=~bl'
.
JobnMagglore'91 SpoDSOrortbeproposa~speaksallbeSAAssem y
quesuons about the
'
,
value of public hear- session ...(but]theofficialistherein
and BAC representation. Hewould
• N. Jansen Calamita, '90
ings when specific public," and the fact that he/she has prefer to see these representatives
House Senator of Abbey
charges and informa- been impeached would remain ir- in a non-voting position on the
tion deemed confiden- refutable.
committee.
tial by the Judiciary
Nick Holahan. '90, house senaOpinions were also voiced conof the constituency to know acBoard will only be discussed in tor of Burdick, supported Mag- cerning the absence of dorm input
tions; however, he added "In a govexecutive session. He maintained giore, saying that open hearings
in the Harkness case and potential
ernment whose principles are
that the charges would be vitally allowed for name disclosure. but future instances.
rooted in the J-Board ...confidentirelevant when determining if one the "device of executive session
Rachel Mass. '90, house senator
a1ity comes first"
.
has hindered his/her position..
allows accused some sort of grace
of Harkness, said "people in
N. Jansen Calamita, '90, house
Maggiore replied "Theoreti- under pressure."
Harkness ... are
senator of Abbey, responded that
cally, it is possible that much of an Tod Preston,
'1 do like the idea of
largely
opalthough he understands Fisfis'
open hearing would be in executive '91, chair of the
posed to this.
Judiciary Board,
creating a special
Dorms should
declared "I do
committee ...I find
havetherightlo
like the idea of
know and the
creating a spemyself somewhere
right to ha~~ a
cia
I
committee ... I
find
myself
somewhere between
John
(Maggiore] and
Robert [Shea]."

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skillsand knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.

RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
Thursday, November 2, 1989
Information Table in Crozier Williams Student Center
10:00 am.- 2:00 pm.
Information Session and Film Showing
Haines Room - Shaine Library
6:30 pm
On-campus Interviews held Thursday, November

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job vou'Il Ever Love.
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between

.

John

[Maggiore]

and

Robert [Shea). r
-

Tod Preston, '91,
Chair Of J-Board

He
cited
Maggiore's proposal as slightly
dangerous because it provides for
accountability to the entire campus,
rather than the official's constituents alone. As for Shea's amendments, Preston considers closed
hearings unfeasible.
Although he "would not advocatethe disbanding of confidentiality ," Preston did question whether
constituents, without knowing specific charges, would have enough
information to form educated opin-

SAC (Student
Act i vii i e s
Council]
and
BAC [Board of
A cad e m i c
Chairs] representation
on
Maggiore'spro-

crock ... you
can't keep the
papers out Db-

viously."
Grenier supported the need for
dorm involvement and asked Maggiore what role the dorm residents
could play in his process. Maggiore
responded that in a public hearing,
all residents would be welcome to
testify as character witnesses or
express their opinions.
Jason Stewart, '90,housesenator
of Larrabee, however, disagreed
and upheld the doclrine of indirect

ions.
Preston's
other concern
was the lack of

say ... "
She
added
that
"every"od~
fmds oul about
it anyway ... it
seems a closed
hearing is a

representation.

''E very b0dy fiIndsout
about it anyway ...it
seems a closed hearing is a crock ...you
can't keep the papers
out obviously."
_

Rachel Mass, '90,

"We are all representatives of
the
student
body; in that
case. we've got
student input."
Alex Barrett,
'92,
house
senator
of
Windham, also
refuted the im-

posed commitHouse Senator of
penance of ditee.
rect dorm inBet
s y
Harkness
volvement. He
Grenier,
'91,
said dorms had
vicepresidemof
representation
SGA, and Huao Hwang, '91, chair
in the form of elections and urged
of the board of academic affairs,
all to remember the seriousness of
shared Preston's apprehension.
such procedures.
Grenier stressed SAC's role in
The decision of this issue was
SGA, saying "SAC has the most postponed until next week's meethands on (contact] with the SbJing due to a stipulation that by-law
dents," Hwang reminded the as- changes must be discussed one
sembly that "BAC is a vital part,
week prior to official voting.
and is, a part of SGA,"
Holahan seemed to have difficulty with the justification for SAC
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Indeed, through the efforts of exterior dormitory doors so that
Some of these students assume
o Clery's parents to publicizethe case friends, delivery people, and stu- that they would hear an intruder
~ as pan of their campaign 10increase dents who are not canying their entering their room, even if they
... awareness and fight campus viokeys can get into the building.
were asleep, but waking up during
lence, Lehigh University has beClery's murderer bypassed three an attempted burglary is often Continuedfromp.l
discomfort of feeling that it's not
come synonymous with the 1986 sets of these self-Iocl::ing doors - an much worse than staying asleep.
ishments for such violations will be your place to ask them 10stop-s-that
rape-murder in the minds of many. outside door, a door to the stairs,
The consensus among those in- decided by individual house coun- somehow you'd be violating their
What remains much less clear is and a door to her floor - before volved with the Clery case is that if cils and not by a J-Board hearing.
rights if you did that"
the extent to which the students coming to her unlocked room. Fel- she had stayed asleep, she would
According 10 Barrett, "One of
He continued, "I think there
who propped open the self-locking
low students, concerned only with have not heen attacked.
our major concerns is aUempting 10 needs to be some sort of instrument
dormitory doors, and even Clery convenience, had propped open all
Carrington, a victim's rights at- ban smoking in the hallways of dorfor protecting the rights of that
herself for sleeping withrh_e_r_d_oo_r
__ three
__ sets
__ of_d_oo_rs_.
tom
__ ey~w___,hoadvisestheClery'ssaid, mitories and in the common and minority who is put in that sort of
unlocked, were also
"Absolutely. If Jean living rooms."
situation and whose health is being
responsible
for the
Clery hadn't woken-up,
BarreUfeelsthatthereareseveral
compromised."
crime.
h h 11out oJ
,I'
she'd be alive today."
reasons why such a proposal is neeJeffrey Berman, '93, Judiciarv
'It rig htens tee
me
h
th
-,
The larger question
Anot er way
at essary. "The purpose of being on Board Representative and co-authat arises from this is:
that males or females sleep
students
sometimes
the SGA Assembly-the
purpose
thor of the' proposal, stated that
How do students jeopwith their doors unlocked. '
compromise their own of the Assembly itself- is 10 find health concerns were a third reason
ardize their own safety?
safety is by using drugs places where the "C" Book and the for drafting the proposal.
Joseph
Tolliver,
_ Joeseph Tolliver,
and alcohol 10 the ex- regulations are lacking .... and 10
He said, "One of-the things that's
Connecticut College
tent that their judge- protect the rights of students on this interesting to note about non-smokDean Of Student Life
deai1of student life, has
ment or a biliity 10 de- campus," Barrett stated.
ers' rights 10 Clean air is that conbeen a leading adrninifend themselves is seBar ret t,-----------~--,
centrations of
stration proponent of
verely impaired.
added that he
'I think there needs to be many carcinoimproving security at
In one such case reo believes that
gens are much
some sort 0 Instrument
hi19 h er
.
the college, but says that students
Connecticut College dormitories
ported by,. ""'he Boston G/ 0be: , no n-smokm
also need 10 take a more active role have only one set of locked doors 10 Kristen Buxton,20, drank toomuch
ers' rights are for protecting the rights
sid est rea m
in protecting themselves.
protect each dormitory, making a at a fraternity party at Colgate Uni- being
in01' that minority who is
s m 0 k e "The Clery's daughter should tragedy like the one at Lehigh even versity where she had been a stu- fringed upon.
'J
•
smoke
that
never have slept with the door un- more probable here.
dent for two years. While sleeping "w hen
put in that sort of situ- comes off the
locked," said Tolliver.
Although Tolliver favors the in- in an upstairs room, three men people
exation and whose health is end of the cigaHe characterized student safety stallation of door-propping alarms, raped her before her friends heard press concern
bei
. d'
reUe- than in
as "a team effort," involving both he said, "Every student who props
her screams.
lilee that, it's
elng compromise .
10 ai n s tream
students and the administration.
that door is responsible for lessenA recent "USA Today" survey obviously my
_ Alex Barrett
s m 0 k e _
"But the ...Iead horse in the team is ing the safety of that student and revealed that 62 percent of students job to dowhat
smoke that the
the administration," he said.
every other in the dorm."
physically assaulted say the attack I can to make
smoker
diDespite Tolliver's emphasis on
In dormitories of 50 to more than occurred after a party with alcohol.
sure people's rights are no: being
rectly inbales."
administrative responsibility for 100 students, the person respon- A third of those attacks were sexviolated-and in this case, I think
He added that "sidestrearn smoke
protectin g students there remain
sible for propping a door is not ual
,
.
they are," he explained.
contains three times as much carmany simple measures students can likely to be the only victim of such
In addition, more than 90 percent
Barreuadded that his second rea.
bon monoxide, 50 times as much
take to protect themselves that are carelessness. Conscientious stu- of the at least 80 gang rapes on . son for drafting the proposal was
formaldehyde, 70 times more niconot subject 10 the kind of bureaudents who lock their room door at campuses in the past three years "personal." He said, "I grew up in
tine, and 170 times more ammonia
cratic delays that bamper adminisnight could still be attacked in the happened at parties with heavy a family that was non-smoking,
than mainstream."
trative efforts to improve safety.
bathroom or hallway by a violent drinlcing and/or drug use.
I've always heen sensitive to other
Because of this exposure, nonEven if the answers to the col- criminal that someone else let in.
One chief of security at a Pennpeople smoking ...and 1 can recall
smokers can develop many of the
lege's security problems were obviEven so, those who choose to not sylvania college was recently
vividly the sort of physical discernhealth problems traditionally assoous, and they are not, there would lock their room doors while out or quoted in "The News Journal" as
fort that comes from having smokciated
with long·term smokers.
still be some time delay before all sleeping are assuming a vastly saying, "In over 90 percent of our
ers constantly outside your room,
"Studies
have shown that even
could be implemented. So, at least higher risk of theft or assault
crimes where students were at.
not to mention the sort of personal
See Smoking p.9
for now, students must make more
According to Tolliver, many stu· tacked or victimized, good judge·
of an effort to ensure their own dentsatthecollegedoIlOtlocktheir
ment was not used. For example,
"A WINNER,
safety and that of fellow students.
doors regularly, and are therefore wallcing alone late at night, un·
A
RAVISHINGLYROMANTIC
LARK, BRIMMING OVER MTH STYLE,
One of the most widely publi- more lileely victims of crime.
locked doors. impaired judgement
INTELLIGENCEAAll FLASHING \lIT, BILLY CRYSTAL IS HILARIOUS,
cized,and most dangerous, security
"It frightens the hell out of me by being under the influence, taIcMEG RYANIS RIP·ROARINGLYFUNNY"
problems for dormitories are stu- that males or females sleep with ing a ride from someone unfamil~
-rMrIMLDU\1Om&I"-1Zm
dents who prop open self-locking
their doors unlocked," he said.
iar, and the list goes on."
- ''A BUOYANT COMEDY!

Smoking Ban Considered

fi .

if .

CONTAINS WJlATMAY BE THE lEAR'S
SINGLE lIOSf UPROARIOUS SCENE,"
-GIor"'IIE!lMSIIl.\1(·1I

-Do notassumelbat. coIlegccampus is any safer Ihlm. dowDIown __
as c:afuI as you would be anywben: else.

to

It is not.

Y011 must be just

-Lock your room door. Always. Take the exlllllimc to be SIR it is BeC
if you're just &oin&
the sItoftr or down the baD to see • friend. If lhe exterior domrilOry door is popped opal, close it.
-When waiting afrer dark, use well-lighted paths, waIIc with others, and avoid sbort-adsand iIoIaIed

an:as.
-Always waIIc with your bead up, yoursboulder b8ck,swing yourarms. and loot as if you would loot
1iIte. tougII raraet- ~
lbat wben you 1ft dep II Cd, iII, discouraged, Jost, distrlw:tecI, )'011 1ft.
prime targeI. MeD wbo SllIIk _
loot for just dIO!c signals. Look aIen and ~
if)'Oll feel
sacland Iondy.

-Neverdriak or lablkugs to the point wbere your ability
-Nolify Campus Safety fA any penon or aclivity Ibat
fA any incideat, IIOIify Campus Safety immediately.

toproliCCl youneIfis

PALMER AUDITORIUM
All Seats Onty $2.50 !!

arouses your suspicions. If you 1ftthe vielim

-Remember. always, lbat in thecend, .your safety rests
. with
__ you.
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NEWS
New Unity House Nears Completion
by Stephanie Lutz
The College Voice

Renovations to the new on-cam-

pus Unity House facility, formerly
the College House, should be completed by November 9. The move
of the furnishings from the old
Unity House is planned for November 17. A special ceremony will be
held in honor of the move.
"I see a bright future for Unity
House. It is a big step to have the
minority cultural center on campus, especially with such an attractive facility," said Grissel Hodge,
director of Unity.
The new Unity centeris designed
to have better facilities and more

Barrett

who never came
before because of
the location.
Unity hopes to
expand the programs and use the
facility
more
Renovated CollegeHouse,soon to be Unity
than previously.
The directors
as the renovations are completed.
hope to have gatherings of 80 or
"The new Unity House hopes to
more people for exhibits, lectures,
sendoutadifferentmessageofpromeetings and social events.
grams. We hope to gain more reThere are no students housed at spect as the result of the improved
the current Unity. The new center
physical appearance," said Hodge.
will move in four students as soon

To Propose Smoking Ban

Continued from p.8

short-term health problems for
many. An Environmental Protection Agency study showed that involuntary smoking (breathing
sidestream smoke) causes roughly
5,000 deaths a year from lung cancer," Berman said.
He explained that the smoke
generated in one night can have repercussions in the future, because
"the smoke lingers as well-when
you have rooms that are not wellventilated, with carpets or couches
especially, the room retains the offensive aroma and continues to interfere with a non-smoker's right to
clean air for days after such an
event This just isn't fair."
John Maggiore, '91, Lazrus
house senator, concedes that smoking restrictions may be necessary
but disagrees with the scope of
Barrell'S proposal.

II

space for activities. The directors of Unity
House expect it
willattractawide
range of people

"It seems like an inter-dorm issue, not an all-campus issue ...I
would completely
support the
Assembly mandating every house
council to solve the problem and
address the issue by a certain date,"
he stated.
Maggiore also recognized that
this method might not be a feasible
solution in every case.' He explained, "if this is a problem in
some dorms ...it's not beyond
SGA's role-the
Assembly's
role- to mandate a dorm to solve
this problem."
Barrell feels that a campus-wide
smoking
ban is within
the
Assembly's role. He said, "The
PUIJJOseof the Assembly is to form
legislation concerning the social,
academic, and other aspects of life
on this campus for the students."
Carol Dailey, '92, house senator
of Katherine Blunt dormitory, is

opposed to the ban because "many
pieces of this proposal are unfair to
smoker's rights."
She stated that instead of a sweeping restriction, "in places where circulation is restricted, it is logical that
some form of restriction or ventilation should be installed."
Berman
recognizes
that a
smoker's right to smoke is legitimate, but that non-smokers' rights

are equally valid. "Iwanttoempha-

size that we respect a smoker'sright
to smoke, but only to the extent that
his smoking does not interfere with
the non-smoker's space. That's
what's fair," he stated.
Barrell concluded, "I would hope
that those students on campus who
feel this way and who would support
legislation like this would come out
and make their voices be heard."

The primary focus of Thursday's Student Government Assembly meeliDg was a
controversial proposal concerning the removal of elected offlcia1s.
The meeting began with commiaee repot1s. The finance cOOIJ!littee lIDIIOlDlCtd &bat
auditing is approaching.
Ballots for the new off-campus represen1lItive were sent to all off-eampus and lIIlIIriculated retum-to-college students on Thursday maoing. A majority vote is needeclloelec:t
Valerie Ditrnan inlO the position.
A letter was placed before the assembly asking for the impIementatial of Korean
Studies. Huao Hwang, '91, Chair of Academic Affairs, asked "for SGA 10endone Ibis
letter to give it more weight."
.
Jan Ca1amita. '90, housesenarorof Abbey,Sleppeddown from his postoolbe Priority
Planning and Budget Committee. Mumoe appointed James Fisfis, '91, house senator of
Lambdin, 10the commiuee as Calamila's repIacement. and Ibe Assembly COIIfirmed the
appointment
Chad Mead, '93, was appointed as a SlDdent iqaesenlative 10 Ibe Ad-Hoc Committee
of College Governments, which was recendy fcrmed 10 review the suucture of college
government currendy in place. Hwang was eIecIed 10 iep1esent SGA on the committee.
John Maggiore, '91, house senatorofLazius,jlIuposed
a by-law cbange wIric:b wouJd
form a committee 10 oversee and regu1a1e the cemoval of any student ofIiciaI impeac:hed
by the Judiciary Board.
The proposal called for thecommitlee 10 hold hearings open 10 the public. Robeit
Shea, '91 ,juniorclass president, proposed an amendrnentlO keep the bearings c0nfidential.
Maggiore introduced his proppsaI by SIaIing &bat "part of the spco:ia1 bond and
commilllle1lt between the e1ectonllO and !he elected officiaLis about allowing the
electorate 10know what !heir official is doing with his or her ~bility"
Preston, '91, J-Board chair, nlCOIlIlIIelIdeallowing the Student ActivilaCouncil
and Board of Academic Affain 10 haVCitlpiesentation on the proposed cemoval commit-

Harkness Chapel wasfitted witha weathervane this
week. The weathervane was part of the chapel's
original design but was never constructed.

BergstromRe Elected
-

COnlinw.ed from pol

bers of these. ~nditions when he
w,:nt carnpargmng door-to-door,
said Breck.
•
Two students from Harkness
were. nommated fo~ the posiuon
Prior to the election, many dorm
members expressed confidence in
the job Bergstrom had done. Others
felt the process by which he had
been removed ignored the sentiments of his constituents.

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD

.c:'-.l

Rachel Mass, '90, Harkness house~,
expressed her"conc:em at the lack of ckJrm
input," advocating open hearings. Sbe added, "As it turns out, everybody finds out about
it anyway--a closed hearing is a crock."
Preston agreed that it is "not feasible 10 have a closed commiuee."
Since a motion for a by-law change reqnires a waiting period of at 1easl one week, !he
Assembly did not vore on !he proposal
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AUSTRALIA
Fully integrated study at British
and Australian universities
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After his re-election, Bergstrom
issued a written statement to The
College Voice.
"Beacause of my re-election to
the position of Harkness Dorm
Governor, it is my belief that any
statement made would just bring
about more attention to the matter.
As a result I do not wish to comment"

by:

Tom Roberts

Date: ~ IJovcLluer 1
Location:

Fanning

aall Ru. SO~

:;.~J.M.
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"Fat Man and Little Boy

~

~---------

hard-boiled general. Certainly the most effecti ve of the actors, Newman portrays a
complex man whose military training and demanding principles blow up with the challenge of the bomb. Newman generally con~
~
"Fat Man and Little Boy" is a movie about veys Groves' personality well- although the
E-O the 1945 Manhattan Project to build an
man too often becomes a transparent caricaatomic weapon and the power struggles asso- ture.
ciated with the project. But whileitdoesraise
Opposite Groves is Oppenheimer, the brilsome
moral
liant scientist
questions about
whose involvewhat actually
ment with the
The movie is flimsy and ends
went on at Los
project raises the
up being little more than an
Alamos during
usual
ethical
extremely ostentatious melothe later years
problems about
of the Second
the morality of
drama.
World War, the , latomic
..
Most weapons.
of the
moyie-is flimsy
and ends up being little more than an ex- time, Schultz is sympathetic in his role as the
maker of the weapon and the focal point of the
tremely ostentatious melodrama.
The story deals with General Leslie R. controversy, but he overdoes it. We are given
Groves (paul Newman) and his volatile rela- an Oppenheinner who seems SO dedicated to
tionship with the project's scientific master- the scientists involved that he becomes their
martyr - a pale symbol for the caring physimind, physicist J. Roben Oppenheimer
(Dwight Schultz).
Groves starts the cists. Buthis ideals are thoroughly confusing
military'S hunt for atomic power, and by and little he does makes sense. He seems
getting Oppenheiner in charge of the actual overly confident in 'the face of military
process, he unknowingly opens moral ques- power, and he is often so cliched that we
tions about the purpose of the project and the wince at his flowery sayings and trite commorals of the people involved. Newman is ments. But Oppenheimer is not the only one
appropriately tough and disciplined as the with corny lines - nearly everyone in the film
by Simon O'Rourke
The College Voice

The Greatest Bore:

"Meet Me In St.
Louis"

" is a Bomb
struggles involved, the film ultimately fails to
give us a clear picture of ... well, of anything.
So little here is satisfying - and so much is
wasted on soap opera drama. If anything,
director Roland Joffe, (widely admired for
"The Killing Fields"), has successfully
turned what can be a fascinating topic into a
trivial bit of movie fluff.
Even more disturbing, however, is that
basic historical facts have been twisted for no
apparent reason -many of the events and personalities involved have been poorly researched at best. Historical inaccuracy is inexcusable in a movie which claims to reveal
any semblance of truth about such an importantperiod. And in "Fat Man and Little Boy"
we get terribly
mixed
messages
We should not blame the
along with a
actors for this - it is the script
pervading
sense of unthat is weak and reeks of
clean dramaHollywoodish melodrama.
tization.
A

says something we want to gag them for.
We should not blame the actors for this - it
is the script that is weak and reeks of Hollywoodish melodrama. As Oppenheinner and
the other scientists Iry to figure out their own
ethical problems, we see only a veneer of
maudlin emotions. Along with the emotional
turmoil comes photography that, while often
beautiful, serves only to create a senseoffake
grandeur. The shots are so carefully framed
that they become postcard-like glitz; nothing
is real. Photographer Vilmos Zsigmond uses
the rugged and beautiful New Mexico scenery very carefully to depict the isolation of the
Los Alamos labs, but too much of the movie
is contrived. The shoddy script and most of
the pretentious

photography
undermine any
scraps of substance the actors
may bring to
their roles.
"Fat Man and
Little Boy" pretends to provoke
serious thought
about the innplications of nuclear power and
the history behind the birth of the atomic age.
Although we do get a few vague notions of
the project's implications and of the power

much. more

informative.
accurate and
entertaimng production is the American
Playhouse production dealing with the same
subject. We certainly cannot trust "Fat Man
and Little Boy" to provide. anything more
than cheap drama.

This
Week's
Films

they are the three songs from the ~
by Michael Borowski
The College Voice

The new Broadway musical
"Meet Me In St. Louis." based on
the 1944 Judy Garlaod film, desperately tries to present itself as a
grand old musical in the spirit of
classic musicals past. It vainly attempts to be a fun, carefree show,
but the only aspect of the show that
stands out is the lavish hydraulic
set. Other shows that have a large
spectacle element work because
they also have a story ("Starlight
Express"), a pleasing score ("Les
Miserables"), or simply offer fun
("Cats"). "Meet Me In St. Louis"
fails in all of these areas.
Director Louis Burke fails to lead
the show in anyone direction. This,
however, may be due more to the
fact that he has very little to work
with. Tbe story is completely incomprehensible because there simply isn't one. Hugh Wheeler's dialogue resorts to cliches at every
possible moment.
This parallels the predictable and
hokey lyrics (the male lead attempts to woo the girl of his dreams
with lines like "you make ice cream
from snow"), There are, actually,
three decent songs in the Hugh
Martin & Ralph Blane score, but

movie. The new songs written for:il

Thursday, November 2 in Oliva at
the musical are nothing more than "
8:00 p.m. $2.50
distractions
following
emba-~
THE GOLD RUSH (1925)
rassingly blunt, song and dance~
Directed by and Starring: Charlie
cues. They do absolutely nothingto "T;;;b:=; =C==:Io:==:r:=th:="'s
'--;;Ith;'=;-b==----------------J
Chaplin.
,e ter InTO
e m
orne
enhance the story and simply waste
Joan Brickhill' s choreography,
to reveal the inside), a very mov- "This is Chaplin's finest example
time.
usually insulting the audience with able trolley, two water fountains, a of comedy ... As a clown, Chaplin is
"Meet Me In St. Louis" attempts
near his best." -Halliwell.
its overt simplicity, is somehow gorgeously lush Christmas hollyto tell the story of a love-struck girl vibrant during "The Halloween
trimmed hall, and even a usable
and her midwestern family. After a
Ballet."ln this imaginative fantasy skating rink. Before each act, a
rambling and endless first act, the
Sunday, November 5 in Oliva at
dance sequence, Peldon encounters large framed scrim shows classy
girl(DonnaKane)swearstowinthe
a host of ghosts, skeletons, and cartoons depicting life in 1903.
2:00 and 8:00 p.m. $2.50
love of the "Boy Next Door." Kane "things that go bump in the night"
THELADYFROM
SHANGHAI
The costuming is likewise elabohas a strong, clear voice, and an enrate, although it could very easily fit (1948)
in the town graveyard.
gaging stage presence. Her lively
Most <If the ensemble members into any production of "The Music
Starring: Orson Welles and Rita
rendition of "The Trolley Song"
Man"
or
"My
Fair
Lady:'
MeanHayworth.
breathes some life into the show. If are making their Broadway debut,
Directed: Orson Welles.
and it is obvious. The male chorus while, the make-up for the three
the show does not last long (which
"Whole
sequences of brilliance,
eldest
characters
makes
them
look
it should not), she should be able to members flash phony smiles while
like
walking
corpses.
notably
the
final shoot-out in the
find another starring role on Broad- moving stiffly about the stage.
It is rather unfonunate that
reminiscent of a high school prohall of mirrors." -Halliwell.
way quite easily.
Broadway's latest offers nothing
duction of "Bye. Bye Birdie."
No one else comes off very wellTony-winning George Hearn but a technically ingenious set.
here, and most give forgettable, I00 ks te miblyou t 0 f p lac e. espe- While other Broadway musicals ..
...
stale performances that resort to cially in the ridiculous marching have relied on spectacle before and
melodramatic ramblings. The only band number "Paging Mr. Sousa," succeeded, at least they were fun.
other person that comes off looking in which the cast wears hideous red The pointless "Meet Me In St.
good is child actress Courtney Pel- and gold uniforms.
Louis" is a very disappointing
don, who portrays the youngest
The real star of "Meet Me In St. musical that, if it stays around,
~
daughter of the Smith family. PelLouis" is the technology. It is obvi- should be driving audiences to see
• e..-tt .. "'MIlCH D,acovu
don, although hardly sporting a ous th a t the b uge
d t wass lanted to "Grand Hotel."
Clfnlr
(AJlDS o.
YOUlt CIoIfflUS.
pleasing singing voice, has a re- favor Keith Anderson's incredible
AEG.
: FLEXI.LE
Houn."
markable sense of comic timing
"Meet Me In St. Louis" officially
V
fA"", AS I1UCI1 04'10.unlike most other annoying child hydraulic sets. The stage is able to
---flit
"I 0 Ufl.
boost, at various times, the exterior opens at the Gershwin Theatre,
0111.'( 0 '411111'" ""It".il!!
stars, most notably her lifeless child
actress peer Rachael Graham.
of the Smith home (which opens up November 2.
GJJ. '-'OO·UO·'~Tl ~J(T.
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A Double Take On" Double Takes "
. He hadno reason to worry. These
by Susan Cady
distinctly modern plays draw the
The College Voice
audience into their world as they
deal with the psychological toll that
simply living puts on people. NO!
A very important rule of theater many audience members will be
was demonstrated with Connecti- able to quickly forget Tom
cut College's production of Miklos Lenoci's scared voice, booming
Vamos' "Double Takes" on Octo- into the darkness, "Tell me!" as
"Mixed
ber 19, 20,
and2Iat8:00
These ... plays draw the Doubles"
ends.
p.m.,
in audience into their world
In fact,
Palmer Auditor i u m:
as they deal with the psy- that is, in itself,
the
When prechological toll that simply
problem
senting two Lliving puts on people.
D n e - act
..
with pairing
these
two
plays, the orone-act plays together. "Somebody
der is of paramount importance.
The two plays, "Somebody Else" Else," which was presented first,
will most likely beeasily forgotten.
and "Mixed Doubles;" were written
by Vamos in Budapest, Hungary in This was no fault of the actors.
Douglas Stuart, '90, was very funny
the late seventies. They have been
as
the uptight, frightened little boy,
produced only once in the United
who
is now a man, making deciStates, earlier this year in April offsions
that change lives forever,
Broadway at the Actor's Outlet
alhough
one person remarked that
Theater in New York City. This
he
thought
Stuart was doing a
• was, however. the flrst time Vamos
"Peter
Simpson."
Daniele
directed his own works. He wrote
O'Loughlin, '90, was believable as
in an insert to the program ihat"one
thing is the same in Hungary and in the woman who learns her husband
has agreed to exchange her for his
the U.S .... : human psyche. That
is a field I know quite well, so I am best friend' s wife without an explanation. There were even moments
not worried."

when her performance moved just ing the stage like the caged animal
beyond the believable. After learn- he was, theaudience was right there
ing of her husband's plan, she with him. Vamos has a direction in
erupted into laughter and when it the script of "Mixed Doubles" that
became clear to her that the world the actors should remember that
will not be satisfied until everyone animals are human, too. Well,
that is dear to her has been substi- these animals seemed more human
tuted, a blank look of realization than the characters in "Somebody
comes into her eyes. Victoria Lav- Else." Lenoci, playing Comus D.
ington, who was so good last year in Rhino, took a role that a few years
"Crimes of the Hearl" has not been ago he might have taken over the
as challenged since, but by donning top and carefully made this characa New York accent she did the most ter into one of the most believable,
she could with the small part she syrnpathic, wonderfully acted parts
that a Theater Department producwas given.
So what was the problem with tion -has seen in a long while.
Eleanor
"Somebody
Denedita, '92,
Else?"
Since
the
play
was
whose only
Well,
the
acting experireally a work of science
plot was inence here at
novative,
fiction, the audience
Conn was in
but the charneeded
to
be
able
to
rethe directing
acters
class one-acts
weren't delate to the characters
last year will
veloped
be seen again
enough for
the audience to really care. Since and again. The sight of her shaking
the play was really a work of sci- on the ground, eyes wide, gasping
ence fiction, the audience needed to for breath left hardly a member of
be able to relate to the characters so the audience without a lump in his
throat It seems impossible that the
that there would be some emotional
play must continue without her, but
connection. One was not found.
if it had not, we would have been
However, from the moment Tom
Lenoci, '90, entered and began pac- cheated Karen Church's wonderful

Video Review
Costner and Nelson shine in underrated jewel, "Fandango"

John Yearout
The College Voice

Forthis weekly rental review column I am
going to try and cover the full spectrum of
the tapes available so, following last week's
extremely popular fea.!;!J"< "Fletch," it
seemed only natura! to make this week's
video pick one of those "diamonds in the
rough" that relatively few people have
probably seen. "Fandango," the story of
recent college graduates struggling with a
real world that will not leave them alone, has
the distinction of headlining two of
Hollywood's
more recognizable stars,
Kevin Costner and Judd Nelson, in a movie
that mostly draws a collective shrug from

movie-goers.
"Fandango," as with "Fletch," succeeds
because it combines two movie elements (a
serious theme with frequent humor) to play
off one another and keep the pace quick and
entertaining. The light humor, however,
seems secondary compased to the powerful,
timeless concerns of a group of college
graduates, each facing a "reality" slap in the
face of one kind or another. For-two of them,
the irresponsible, free-wheeling Costner
and a friend who is engaged until he receives
his draft notice, the Vietnam war is their
"cold shower".
The movie's most powerful moment, in
fact, comes when the carefree lifestyle that

Both completely stunned, they sit down
they had gotten so used to in college collides
and
look back over the graveyard at the
head first with war and death.
When some girls they meet take them to a chilling, brutally symbolic flashes of light
graveyard and show them a game they play, and rocket explosions illuminating the
shooting fireworks and bottle rockets at each tombstones around them.
Costner and Nelson are both confident
other, one of the guys lights a pack of firecrackers in another guy's pocket. Alrnost im- and well-cast and the others do an excellent
mediately the night sky erupts with mock ex- job of rounding out the personalities.
Despite the rather somber mood of the
one scene described, the film does not have
that heavy, depressing feel, thanks mostly
to the frequently hilarious attempts of the
group to forget their respective dilemmas.
During the opening credits, for example,
the four guys drive down a barren stretch of
desert highway with one of them standing
on the roof holding onto a strap from inside
the car like a waterski iow-rope-all with
the Elton John rowdy party classic "Saturday Night's Alright For Fighting" blaring
in the background. At that point the movie
L
---.J seems likely to strive only for "Animal
House" rip-off status but, thankfully, aIplosions and light, interrupted only by though it has much of the same humor,
screams and laughter. until, just as suddenly "Fandango" also manages to explore an
as they had forgotten about their problems, important theme somewhere between the
thetwowhoweredraftedcomecrashingback
laughs. And, for those of you who think a
down.
movie about post-graduation
reality
Shooting "fireballs" at the others, they turn crashes isn't exactly your idea of light ento run but trip over a gravestone and, just as tertainment, "Fandango" (the title means
the sparkler they are holding bums out, they "last hurrah") at least offers some great
notice, to their mutual disbelief, that the ideas for procrastinating that responsibilgrave was of a man recently killed in Viet- ity.
nam,
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performance of the turtle whose :
heart has dried up. This last scene ~
also gives us a renewed sense of
hope as we see that the rhino has not
givenuponlifebutisdetenninedto
::
show others that life can be beauti- ~
ful.
The set was simple so as not to
detract from the wonderful acting.
Costumes and makeup helped to
further enhance characterization,
especially Rhino's second costume
and the turtle's makeup. The Hungarian music added to the feel of the
first play, but felt jarring after Mrs.
Kid's death scene. The incidental
music played by JeffBamhart, '89,
joined the happy, dancing scene to
the death scene wonderfully.
These plays can reach any audience whether Hungarian or American and' if Miklos Vamos keeps
writing and directing people will
stand in line to buy tickets. The
evening will not be an easy one, but
it will be an enjoyable one. Seeing
"Double Takes" made for a well
spent evening, and the Theater Department and Theater One should
be proud to have had their fall season start with such an impressive
production.

A &ETRIVIA
This week's trivia questions:
1. Bette Davis won one of her two
Best Actress Academy Awards for
"Iezebel", name the other movie.
2. What actor portrayed Don Corleoneas a young man in "Godfather
I/?"

3. What ex-child star starred with
Cary Grant in "The Bachelor and
the Bobbysoxer'l"

4. What famous actress was
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.'s first wife?
S.What Japanese film inspired the
western "The M agnificent Seven ?"

Last week's trivia answers:
1. Robert Donat for "Goodbye Mr.
Chips." He beat out Clark Gable
who was up for Best Actor for
"Gone With The Wind."
2. "Heart Of Darkness" by Joseph

Conrad.
3. "E.T." has grossed more than
any other film.
4. Alfred Hitchcock.

"obs in Alaska

HIRING Men - Women' Summerl
Year Round. CANNERIES,FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION

up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Callrefundable.

1-206-736-0775 Ext.
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Conn Sails '"1
V VTell
at H oy t Trophy
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majo r foul-ups would have almost
assured a victory. The women
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by Andy Vie....
TheCollege
Vola
The varsity regatta on October
21 was the Hoyt Trophy sailed at
Brown in 420's. Sailing in A Divisian were Karl Ziegler, '92 and Atlantic Page, '93. In B Division,
Dave Friedman, '92 and Leslie
Goodwin, '90, sailed on Saturday,
and on Sunday Justin Palm, '92,
and Rick Miller, '92, sailed. The
team finished eighth overall with
Ziegler pulling in a strong performance. It was a difficultregaua as the
wind blew from a strange direction
that even the home team had never
seen before.
The women's team sailed its
first team race at Harvard and came
in second after a sail off for first
place with Tufts.Jen Coolidge, '91,
Elizabeth Edge, '90, Carolyn Ulander, '92, Louise Van Order, '90,
Heather Cressy, '93, and Katie
Bowers, '93 sailed the regatta. It
was blowing very hard and just
completing a race without any

~
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""0: ~~=------------Conn Salling

Women's Soccer:

were very pleased with their results.
On Sunday, Coolidge, UIander
and Cressy completed the women's
single-handed New Englands at
MIT in Tech Dinghies. The race
had been postponed due to lack of
wind earlier in the season.
On Sunday, however, there was
no lack of wind. Coolidge was leading by nine points going into the last
race and unfortantly could not hold
on for the victory and ended up in
second place. Ulanderwas fifth and
Cressy had problems just cornpleting a race, not placing very well.
Overall it was a very good showing
for the women.
The last ofthe southern series
regattas was held at Connecticut
College on Saturday in Fl's. The
team finished third. Sailing A Divisian were Andy Vietor, '91, and
Laura Rice, '92,S ailing B Division
were Eric Hammerland, '93, and

Conn Ups its Unbeaten Streak to Six
by Dobby X. Glbsoo
Associate Sports Editor

The Conn women entered the nitty-gritty part of
their season last week with games against Wellesley
and Williams, and their upcoming grand-finale this
week against Bates. The results of these matches determine whether or not Conn will participant in or host
of the Women's ECAC Soccer Tournament
Last Saturday, the Camels took on Wellesley,
pulling their four game winning streak on the line. The
Camels scored quickly ,just over five minutes into the
match, on a goal by Maria Michell, '91, the team's second leading scorer.
Conn and Wellesley then traded goals about twenty
minutes later. Dianne Cisneros, '92, gave Conn a 3-1
lead with her goal at 36:30 and put the game out of
reach. For good measure, Katy Bing, '90, netted her
ninth goal of the year at70:oo tocapoffthe scoring and
a 4-1 Conn victory.
After the Wellesley game, the season statistics for
Conn looked impressive. Conn's opponents have averaged 0.81 goals per game while Conn has averaged
3.18. Conn has outshot its opponents 232-57 while
outseoring them 35-9.
"I really think the key word is 'balance,''' noted
Coach Ken Kline. "We can't have a.team that's good
in one area and not in another. We have a balanced
team. We're strong defensively and we're dangerous
on auack. Fourteen different players have scored
goals. We have so many different players who can
score goals."

Although Conn defeated Wellesley, its New England ranking dropped from third to fourth. Conn has
defeated two of the three teams ranked ahead of them.
"We played them, we beat them, we shut them bolb
out," stated Kline. "I don't think there's any better
way to find out who's better than to play them and beat
them."
On Thursday, Conn faced Williams on Harkness
Green for their home finale, The 0-0 halftime score
was evidence that the game was a tough one for the
Camels. Finally, Marci Patterson, '91, scored at 60:24
of the match for a 1-0 Conn lead. Just over seven minutes later, Caroline Poole, '91, netted her second goal
of the year to give the Camels a 2-0 lead.
Poole scored off a pass from Maria Mitchell, '91,
who became the Camels all-time assist leader.
Williams only got one goal back with under four
minutes left, but it was too little and too late. Conn
upped its record to 8-1-3 and held their national rank at
seventeen.
Looking ahead, Conn faces Bates, the match that
could determine whether or not Conn hosts the ECAC
tournament. Win or lose, Conn should be assured a
spot to play in the ECAC tournament
"They're. [Bates] a NESCAC ream, and every NES- ~
CAC team is tough," explained Coach Kline. "Asliitle :
as four years ago, Bates was the number one team in ~
New England and the number two team in the nation." .l!
Hopefully, Conn can pull off a tough win against ';;
Bates on the road in Maine and bring the ECAC tour- ~
nament here for a home field advantage.

An informational meeting on the
Teacher Certification Programs will be
held by theEducation Department on
October 26th, 4:30 p.m. in Stanwood
Harris College House. Refreshments
will be served.

Rebecca Resnik, '93. The conditions were difficult to sail in as large
puffs alternated with big lulls and
kept the sailors on their toes.
It was also the second regatta

held at Conn this year and came off
without a hitch. Conn hopes to hold
more regattas in
future out of its
waterfront. Having had two suecessful regattas air ea dy. th e future
looks bright
Finally, there was an invitational regaua at Tufts in Larks on
Saturday, sailed by Justin Palm,
'92, Rick Miller, '92, Ben Marden,
'93, and Nara Kaposts, '93. They
finished third and said they would
have won if they had not sailed such
bad last sets. It was still a good
showing nonetheless.
This upcoming weekend, the
team is sailing New England qualifiers for the AtlanticCoastChampionships to be sailed in a couple of
weeks. The team should do very
well at these regattas and hopefully
draw the fall season to a successful
conclusion. Rankings, unfortunately, will not be available for
quite some time and the team hopes
thatwithgoodresultsattheseregattas it can achieve the high level of
performance it had only a couple of
years ago.
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Women's Volleyball:

Conn Drops
to Coast Guard
by Brooks R. Brown
and Paul A. Harris
The College Voice

impressive serve was not enough to subdue
the Coast Guard spirit and after a 6-6 tie the
Bears won nine straight points going on to
win the first game.
The Bears broke out to a quick I 1-2 lead in
game two. At this point it appeared the Coast
Guard was well on its way to an easy victory.
However, Melanie Hughes, '93, stymied the
Coasties hopes of an easy victory with a
powerful back row spike to end their run.
Hughes then gave the Lady Bears a lesson in
serving, rattling off five points bringing Conn
within two points of a tie. This forced the
Bears coach to call a time-out to regroup her
team.
The powerful serving of Captain Lynda
Syzmanski, '91, and Deb Garreu, '91, carried
the crusading Camels to an inspirational
victory over the bewildered Bears.
Solid bench play from Teresa Hsiao, '93,
and exceptional sets by Robin Mower, '90,
contributed to this victory.
Again Conn pushed its opponent into a
third game but then allowed the them to jump
out to a 13-5 lead. While most teams would
have folded at this point, the Camels fought Q~V~O~II""eY~b"'a;1I";A-C""1I-:-:0n~~=====~----'~:'-~=~~'---~====::'-_==..J
back to within a point, saving many match
and we hung in there until the last point of bright and as Coach Cochran put it, "Next
points with repeated "clutch" shots.
year we are going to be dynamite!"
every match." Jenny Gelbard, '91, added,
In one case, Beuencourt hit an untouchable
Recently, the Camels announced theaward
"Even though we did not always win, we still
spike through the Bear blockers allowing
winners
for the 1989 season. Eliza Brown,
had fun." These attitudes should prove to be
Conn to close the gap to 13-14. This incred'93,
and
Deborah McKenna, '93, received
a winning ones as the Camels graduate only
ible come-back proved insufficient as the
the Most Improved Player Award. Mower
one player, Robin Mower, '90.
Coasties finally beat the Camels 15-13.
Whe" asked about her three years on the won the team's Unsung Hero award ..
When asked about this match and the disSyzmanski was voted the team'S Most Valulearn,
Robin responded, "This is the most uniappointing 3-16 season, Syzmanski replied,
able Player and Kari Henricksen, '92, refied
team
I've
ever
played
on.
We
hung
out
"Although our record indicates that we are a
both on and off the court." This team unity ceived the Coach's Team Spirit Award.
losing team, our spirit, energy, and drive
will clearly be an asset in the future as will the
show that we are truly winners." .
experience gained by the younger players
Coach Cochran echoed this sentiment and
this season. Prospects for the 1990 season are
Slated that "we had a never say die altitude

?

The Women's Volleyball Team fell just
short of victory in both of its matches last
Thursday.
In the first match, the Camels challenged
Western Connecticut State College in a grueling three game affair. The game saw Conn
battle back from a 4-8 deficitto an 8-8 tie with
outstanding spikes by Cindy Morris, '93.
Western Connecticut surged ahead with four
quick points, forcing Coach Tad Cochran to
call time out. The Camels emerged from the
huddle fired-up and allowed only one more
point by Western Connecticut en route to a
15-13 victory.
Unfortunately,
this enthusiasm was not
evident in game two and, although there were
some impressive individual performances.
the Camels lost the game 15-7.
In the third game, Western Connecticut
came out strong with a 12-2 lead. However,
they were forced to call a time-out after Kari
Henricksen, '92, hit a solid spike through the
Western Connecticut defense. Regrouped,
the Western Connecticut team did not allow
another point giving them a 15-4 win in the
decisive game.
As the Camels rested for their game
against the Coast Guard Academy, the CGA
battled with Western Connecticut State. In
this match, the teams split the first two
games, setting the stage for a close final
game. The Coast Guard Bears won the emotional third game and carried their spirit into

the match against Conn.
In the first game of the final match of the
season, Paula Beuencourt,
'93, aced the
Lady Bears to start the match. However, this
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.IDlorts News:

Claire
Gaudiani
Takes the Turn for
Conn 'as NESCAC
President
by Dobby X. Gibson
Associate Sports Editor

The NESCAC Athletic Conference is the only conference in the
nation where each school's president lakes a turn presiding over the
conference.
Conn's turn rolled
around again last April and Claire
Gaudiani, '66, recently accepted
the position. The position had been
bypassed in the past by President
Ames among others, so it is a relatively new position for Conn athlet-

ics.
As 'president of NESCAC, Gaudiani will be responsible for convening two annual meetings. The
firs; of these two meetings is in
January 1990 in Boston. The meeting will concentrate on the need for
a balance between academics and
athletics.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summerl
Year
Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
EXCBtl~~t pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawan, Bahamas, .South Pacific Mexico.
C ALL
NOWI
Call refundable.

1-206-736-077~.
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Kevin's Comer
Congratulations to Julius Liembroniewicz, '90. and Rich KDmarow. '90. this weW winnm. Special
to Jason Stewert, '90. for !be William & Mary question. 5entl1llSwers to box 3370 by Friday.

Match the coDege or university wilh its oonect nich''',,-

"The NESCAC schools are all
I. Colorado
very committed to strong athletic
programs in the context of the very 2. Maine
3. U. of New 0r!eaDs
highly selective academic institutions that they each are," said 4. Wisconsin
Gaudiani.
"You have to work to 5. U. of Pennsylvania
6. Oregonsrale
keep the quality factor high on both
7. U. of Nevada-Las Vegas
sides."
One of the issues Gaudiani will 8. William & Mary
9. Penn Stale
try to work on is the lack of school
10. Stanford
spirit and fan support surrounding
11. U. of Texas E1 Paso
Conn athletics, as well as the qual12. Fairfield
ity of athletic achievement. Attendance is always sparse at games and 13. Wyoming
14. St. Olaf College
general student enthusiasm needs
15. Purdue
to be bolstered.
"One of the issues I think we need 16. Witchita Slate
to address is school spirit," said 17. U_ofMinnesota-Duluth
18. Iowa Slate
Gaudiani.
Along with the student body, the 19. Southwest Louisianna
athletic departrnentcould use a shot 20. Furman
in the arm as well. While most
Last Week Answers
Conn teams have shown improvement so far this year, only the I.None.
Women's Soccer Team seems to 2. New York/San Francisco Giants, New Y~
Rangers, LA./ Sacramento Kings, St. LouisI
show promise for the post-season.
3. Marcel Dionne.
4. Franco Harris.
5. Chris Mullin.

A. Privateet3
B.Beavers
C.Cowboys
D. Niuany Lioos
E. Badgers
F.CycIooes
G. Buffaloes
H.PaIadins
I. Wheat SI1oc:Irm
J.

StagS

K. Miners
Llndians
M. Runnin' Rebels
N.Cardina1
O. BUlldogs
P. Black Bears
Q. Boilermakers
R.Olies
S. Quakers
T_ Ragin' Cajuns

Winnepeg Jets, Houston/Edmonton
Phoenix Cardinals,

Oilers, New Y~
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Camels Sneak by Assumption in Overtime
The Camels fought back. With eight
minutes to go, Carter brought the ball up on a
solo run and rocketed the ball at the keeper,
who just managed to punch it away. A
rninutelater, Zungu volleyed a shot just high
of the post. At the end of regulation time the
score was 2~2and the game went into over-

j-------------b, Day Post
8
Associate Graphics Editor

~-----------On Wednesday, October 25, the Men's
Soccer team played Assumption in a game
which typified their troubled season. After
takinga2-0 lead 15minutes into the first half,
the Camels were tied up and forced into
overtime in whatshould have been acomfortable victory. Nevertheless, Conn was able to
show off its better side for part of the game.
The Camels started the game on fire,
controlling the ball well. Conn's first goal
came after exactly 15 minutes wiJ~!Xolani.~
Zungu, '93, crossed the ball into the'box from ~
the left side. Tri-Captain Tim Smith; '9O,~
knocked the ball into the path of Richard <3
Carter, '92, who nailed the ball into the back~
of the net from just outside the 6 yard box. 1l
The Camels were up 1-0 and, before As- ~
sumption had time to realize i~ were winning '"
. 2:Q. Thirty seconds after the first goal, Conn I::T=rt=-C=.=p=tal=n=J=oe=c=ar=be,
'90, fights orr. defender
scored again. This time Zungu brought the
ball down the right side of the field and
beating several defensemen, drove the ball
into the bottom left hand comer of the goal to

score unassisted.
Tri-Captain Joe Carbe, '90, took advantage of a free-kick opportunity. He lofted the
ball into the box and Alan Wiggins, '91,
taking the ball on a high bounce, scissor
kicked the ball at the goal. The ball hit the
post and bounced down low into \he 6 yard
box. Suddenly realizing where the ball was,
the keeper managed to steal the ball away
from Carter, who was attempting \0 knock it
in for his second goal.

Just seconds before the end of the first
half, Assumption scored. Conn's defense
slacked and failed to clear the bailout of the
area, mis-connecting with it, and sending it
high but not far enough out. The ball fell to
the ground at the feet of Assumption's Patrick
Comody, who put it away. The half ended on
a down note for the Camels, but \hey were
still leading 2- \.
Just three minutes into the second half.

Smith passed the ball forward to Carbe, who
nailed the ball towards the goal from about
fifteen yards out. It travelled through a de-

time.

fender and past the keeper and hit the left

post, bouncing back into the path of Smith.
The keeper scrambled back to it and once
again Conn failed to capitalize on an easy
chance to make the most of their opponents'

mistakes.
Assumption scored the equalizer after 67
minutes. The ball came up the right side and
was crossed into the center towards the Conn
near post. Assumption headed the ball past
goal-keeper Lou Cutillo, '92, who was
blinded by the sun. The score was level at 22.

Conn came out after the brief break and
took control of the game. Nine minutes into
the first period of overtime, Carbe took a freekick from just outside the box. His shothi t the
cross bar and bounced down at the feet of
Zungu, who knocked the ball wide.
The game winner came from Carbe with
eight minutes remaining in the second period
of overtime. He brought the ball up on a solo
charge and plowed through two defensemen.
With no one but the keeper to beat, he nailed
the ball under the keeper. After the game
Carbe reflected on his goal saying, "Thank
God. What a relief." Carter was, "tired, I'm
notusedtothatmuch. Fatigue really sets in.".
The Camels' shooting and Cutillo's saves
helped improve their record to 7-5. After the
game the coach, summing it up, said, "This
game kind of embodies much of the frustration of much of the season. Nothing's going
right for a team that continues to do what is
necessary to get the opportunity to win
games." He also said that he had, "not expected overtime after we knifed them up in
the first half."

dowU and the Camels ended up
Ihree hours: fora new buslOanive.
It
TMCeIIep v_
Wll$ still notover becauSe when
"The
field bockey ream bad a disap- nallyreacbed Bnmswick, the b
lostand could not find !be holet wllere e
poiIIIing week, lmlng two toUgh g;mJeS
team was Slaying before the game.
on the road at Bowdoin and Bates.
AbbyTyson, '92,aaidthe"gamewasdis.
The Camels played the Black Bears at
appointing,
I
don't
really
know
what
was
~OIIMondaywlleretbeykxlt5.3.
The Boars _1eadiDg 3-1 at the begin- happening, we were notmarl<ing up "Yell."
l1ing of the lle4XlIId llalfbut conn bllUied Jen Sdwmaker. '91, agreed, "Sometimes
bile" 10 cut the tfeficillO 4-1 in the tbitd tIlings just don'! work right."
TheCllmelsIost1beirsecondgameofme
.
....
Bo~IJclwo\V.putavict«y
weeltat1be bands of Williams on WednesOUlofIllaCllmels1lllldl when dteyllXlfed
day, October 25. Kristen Manin. '91, de>Jate in Illa fiJiIIlII qIId'I.
lICribed !be W"illiams team as "very strong
An inlereslingsideJlslltlO Illa pllICOCo
cuned on the reams~
1IIlut jollmey 10 and united. We bad good sbots we just
BoWdaiII wbieb normaDy would have could not capilalize on !hem." Williams
won !begame 2-1.
OIIIy ..
ftlur"tiour.i. ThelealllbMbJ:ote
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Athlete of the Week
/

This week's award goes to MARIA MITCHELL, '91, of the women's
soccer team. Mitchell's assist in the Williams game last Thursday made
her the Camels all-time assist leader. WHS & DXG

